Traffic and transport
Foxground and Berry bypass Princes Highway upgrade

NOVEMBER 2012 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Three key findings from the traffic and transport assessment

- Significantly decreased traffic volumes along Queen Street in Berry.
- Significantly improved road safety in Berry, along the upgraded highway and on the ‘Sandtrack’.
- Greatly improved traffic efficiency along the upgraded highway and the ‘Sandtrack’.

Overview of the traffic and transport assessment

- Traffic volumes on Queen Street would reduce by around two thirds from 12,300 now to 3,900 vehicles per day in 2017.
- The Berry bypass would carry around 13,300 vehicles per day or 77 per cent of the total north-south traffic passing Berry on opening, significantly improving pedestrian safety in Berry.
- Traffic splits between the Princes Highway and the ‘Sandtrack’ are estimated to change:
  - 60 per cent / 40 per cent now.
  - 69 per cent / 31 per cent on opening the Foxground and Berry bypass.
  - 87 per cent / 13 per cent in 2037.
- The project would create estimated travel time savings of over seven minutes on the Princes Highway between Toolooa Road and Schofields Lane.

Note: Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT)
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Aerial photography is dated 2009.